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Comment
J. Angrist and G. Imbens
1. INTRODUCTION
Paul Rosenbaumhas been an articulateand tireless
advocate of randomizationinference (RI) as a "reasoned basis for inference"when assessing treatmenteffects. In this paperand previouswork he has extended
the scope for RI beyond the traditionalfield of randomized trials into the much messier world of observational studies. The currentpaperprovides a characteristicallylucid discussion of the use of RI in observational studies, where the possibility of overt biases
commonly motivates covariance adjustment.The paper discusses an approachbased on propensity-score
style conditioningon sufficientstatistics, incorporates
regressionadjustmentinto an RI frameworkand offers
an extension to researchdesigns involving instrumental variables(IV). An especially interestingfeatureof
his discussion of IV is the link to the recent literature
on weak instruments,where standardinference based
on normalapproximationsto samplingdistributionsis
often inaccurate.Rosenbaumalso discusses the use of
sensitivity analyses.
Although the intellectual case for RI is attractive,
model-basedpopulationinferenceremainsthe method
of choice in our field of economics and in many fields
involving the analysis of social statistics. In particular, regressionis an enduringempiricalworkhorse.At
the same time, recent years have seen a number of
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steps toward a more agnostic use of regression models as fitting devices that summarizecausal relationships without being assumed to accurately represent
functionalrelationships.We arguethat the conceptual
gap between the use of regressionfor RI and the use of
regression with populationinference has largely been
closed. On the other hand, practical issues, such as
the accuracyof confidence intervalcoverage using asymptotic argumentsin finite samples, are unresolved.
We hope that the currentpaper will stimulate additional researchcomparingthe operationalcharacteristics of RI with the characteristicsof othermethods.The
purpose of this comment is to point out links to related work by economists and to highlight areaswhere
the RI/population-modeldistinction seems to us to be
sharpest.
2. AGNOSTICREGRESSION
A compelling conceptual feature of RI is that it is
closely tied to the notion of a randomizedexperiment.
A primaryvirtueof experimentsis their simplicity and
transparency.In principle,with a randomizedtrial, no
adjustmentsare required:with a large enough sample,
the estimatedtreatmenteffects will be invariantto the
selection of variables used for adjustmentand to the
method used to implement the adjustment.In practice, however, randomizationmay leave chance imbalances, and experimentsare typically analyzed with
some kind of regressionadjustmentor matchingstrategy to control for covariates. Moreover, in observational studies, where treatmentassignment is almost
always confounded with covariates, adjustmentis essential.
If treatmentis indeed confounded with covariates,
the most importantresearchdesign issue is whetherthe
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covariate informationat hand is adequate to remove
bias. This is a question Rosenbaumhas addressedin
his extensive work on sensitivityanalysis.Once covariates have been selected, however, a numberof implementationoptions are available.These include matching, regression and matching on the propensityscore.
In Section 2.3 of the paper,Rosenbaumsuggested covariateadjustmentbe implementedby using regression
to provide an "algorithmicfit."He implicitly contrasts
this "model-free"use of regressionwith earlierpapers
cited in his outline (Section 1.2), where distributionfree methods are applied to regression models based
on a more literalview.
The firstpoint we would like to makeis thatadoption
of an agnostic view of regression is not central to the
distinctionbetween RI and populationmodels. An agnostic view of regressionis appropriatefor any mode of
inference. This is illustratedin Angrist (1998), which
is concernedwith estimatingthe effects of militaryservice on the post-service civilian earningsof volunteer
soldiers. For any military applicantobserved after application, define random variables to represent what
the applicantwould earn had he served in the military
and what the applicantwould earn had he not served
in the military. Denote these two potential outcomes
by Yo and Y1 and denote veteran status by a dummy
variable D. Treatmentassignment is assumed to be
ignorable conditional on a covariate vector X, which
summarizes the criteria used by the military to select soldiers from the pool of applicants. Angrist
(1998) computed treatmenteffects using the regression of Y on a saturatedmodel for X and the treatment
dummy D,
Y = a + Px + 8rD + ,
(1)
where fix is a main effect for each possible value taken
on by the discrete covariatevector X and e is an error
term defined as the differencebetween Y and the population regression of Y on X and D. The population
regressioncoefficient 8r can be written
Sr = E{(D - E[DIX])Y}/E{(D

- E[DIX])D},

which in turncan be shown to be
E{E[Y1 -YolX]w(X)},
where
w(X) =

l1X](1 - P[D= l1X])
E{P[D = 1X](1 - P[D= 1IX])}
P[D=

Thus, the populationregressioncoefficient andits sample analogprovidea weighted averageof the covariatespecific treatmenteffects, E [YI - Yo IX], with weights

given by the conditionalvarianceof treatmentin each
covariate cell. The regression equation (1) plays the
role of a computationaldevice in the spirit of Rosenbaum's "algorithmicfit."In particular,the conditional
expectationfunction E[YID, X] is not restrictedto be
linear and the individualtreatmenteffects are not restrictedto be constant. Note also that there is no extrapolationin this saturatedexample. In other words,
values of X where the probabilityof treatmentis 0 or 1
do not figurein the estimand.
The previous example uses the discreteness of covariatesto provide a simple agnostic interpretationof
regression estimates. More generally, however, it is
common in many applications to view regression as
providing the best linear approximationto an unrestrictedconditionalmean function(see, e.g., Chamberlain, 1984, or Goldberger,1991), as providing an average derivative(Angrist and Krueger,1999) or as an
averagearc slope (Yitzhaki, 1996).
We can make a similar point with reference to the
Hodges andLehmann(1962, 1963) model discussed at
the end of Rosenbaum'sSection 7. An importantspecial case of the Hodges-Lehmann estimation strategy
Rosenbaumdescribes, and one likely to have special
appeal for practitioners,amounts to estimating a regression with treatmentstatus and a full set of matchset indicatorson the right hand side. In this case, regression estimates a weighted average of set-specific
treatmenteffects, with each effect weighted by the
conditional variance of treatment in the match set.
Thus, regression provides a naturalsummarystatistic
for causal relationships.In our view, this statistic has
much to recommendit (computationalsimplicity and
efficiency for constanteffects) and is easily compared
to previous research results using regression. Again,
however,there is no need to take the regressionmodel
literally, although auxiliary assumptions such as random samplingand linearitymay matterfor inference.
3. INFERENCEPROBLEMS
As the above discussion suggests, we do not see a
sharpdistinctionbetween the use of regression in the
mannerdescribed by Rosenbaum and the application
of this tool in much modem empirical work. Still a
choice remains:as Rosenbaum shows, inference with
referenceto a populationagnostic regressionfunction
of the type described above can be carried out in a
RI frameworkinstead of using traditionalpopulation
models. In our view, the question of whether RI
providessubstantiallymore accurateinferenceis at the
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heart of the RI/population-modeltrade-off. The right
standardsfor making this choice seem to us to be the
usual ones for alternative statistical procedures, the
accuracyof nominal significance levels and statistical
power in the scenarioof interest.
With independentdata and using sample sizes common in the cross-section empirical studies we are familiar with, it seems very likely that normal approximationsto samplingdistributionsare acceptablyaccurate. In such cases, RI may be conceptuallyappealing,
but will generateinferencesthatdiffer little in practice
from populationmodels. Of course, if outcome distributions are particularlyskewed or if sample sizes are
unusuallysmall, thereare likely to be some differences
and RI may well be more accurate,at least under the
simple null hypothesisof no effect.
An especially fruitfulfield for the applicationof RI
seems likely to be cross-sectional settings with dependentdata such as a group-randomizedtrial (GRT).
Here, the need to estimatecorrelationstructuresmakes
inferencechallenging.A similarlyimportantsetting in
economics, where GRT's are still rare, is the estimation of treatmenteffects for treatmentsthat vary at a
group level such as a city or state, with the analysis
using data on microunitssuch as individualsor firms.
The Card and Kruegerstudy Rosenbaumdiscusses is
one such application.The standardpopulationmodel
for inferencein such cases implicitlyuses a "designeffect" to adjust standarderrorsfor dependence within
groups (Moulton, 1986), but these models are restrictive, imposing an equicorrelatedstructurethat may not
be accurate.Modem variationson the design effect approach, such as Liang and Zeger's (1986) generalized
estimatingequations,base inference on an asymptotic
argumentthat requires a large number of groups for
accuracy.In many such studies, there are only a few
groups.Randomizationinference sidestepsthe need to
estimatethe dependencestructureand appearsto have
good operatingcharacteristicseven in settingswith few
groups (for recent evidence on this point in GRTs,
see Braun and Feng, 2001; Bertrand,Duflo and Mullainathan,2001, similarlyassess the accuracyof RI for
state-levelinterventions).
ANALYSES
4. SENSITIVITY
In a series of papers, Rosenbaumhas developed an
approachto sensitivityanalyses for observationalstudies. Even after adjustingfor overt biases, researchers
remainunsureas to whetherthereare hiddenbiases. In
some cases additionalinformationsuch as instrumental variablesmay reduce the likelihood of hidden bias.

In many cases, however,there are no plausible instruments. Sensitivityanalysisis an approachto investigating the robustnessof inferencesin such settings.In the
frameworkRosenbaumhas developed, a single parameter, r, capturesthe effect of hidden biases. The parameterr summarizesthe degree to which the assignment mechanismis assumedto deviate from an experiment where treatmentstatus and potential outcomes
areindependent.This type of sensitivityanalysisis rare
in economics and should be more widely used.
Two related proceduresfor sensitivity analysis that
have gotten some attention from economists are the
use of bounds and the exploration of sensitivity to
observed covariates.Manski (1990) suggested an approach based on bounding the range of treatmenteffects consistent with the data, while imposing few
assumptions beyond restrictions on the support of
random variables such as 0-1 and discreteness. In
some cases, these bounds can be derived by taking
Rosenbaum-stylesensitivity analyses to extremes. In
other words, by varyingthe sensitivity parameterover
the whole real line, one can obtain the range of values of the parameterof interestthat is consistent with
the observeddata. A second form of sensitivity analysis works as follows. Estimate treatmenteffects using
all available covariates and then explore the impact
of omitting covariates one at a time or of dropping
specific subsets (see, e.g., Altonji, Elder and Taber,
2000). Invarianceto the set of control variables naturally boosts confidence in a causal interpretationof
the estimatedeffects. This approachcan be fitted into
Rosenbaum'sframeworkby using the correlationbetween observed covariates and outcomes to calibrate
the sensitivityparameterr.
VARIABLES
TO INSTRUMENTAL
5. EXTENSION
A particularly interesting application of Rosenbaum's approach to RI arises in instrumentalvariables settings. Instrumentalsvariables methods were
originally developed for the estimation of simultaneous equationsmodels by Wright(1928) and Haavelmo
(1944), but are increasinglyused to solve the problem
of hidden bias that has been at the center of Rosenbaum's work (see, Angrist and Krueger,1999, for examples).
The key assumptionin such applicationsis that the
instrumentalvariables are not correlatedwith hidden
sources of bias and that they affect the outcome solely
throughtheireffect on the treatmentof interest.A leading example is that of randomizedexperiments with
one-sided noncompliance. Assuming that individuals
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who do not take the treatmentdespite being assigned
to it are not affected by their assignment,then random
assignmentto treatmentis an instrumentalvariablefor
the effect of treatmenton the outcome.
In econometric studies, inference with instrumental variables is typically based on large-sample approximationsto the samplingdistributionderivedfrom
a population model. Simple IV estimands are given
by the ratio of two differences, with the denominator
equal to the differencein averageexposureto the treatment by assignment. The normal approximationcan
be poor when the difference in average exposure by
treatmentassignmentin the denominatoris small, that
is, when noncomplianceis high. In addition,the standardasymptoticapproximationcan be highly misleading when a single coefficient is estimated with many
instrumentalvariables using two-stage least squares
(a procedurefor combining alternativeinstrumentsto
producea single estimate;see, e.g., Bound, Jaegerand
Baker, 1995).
A numberof alternativesto standardasymptoticarguments have been proposed for models with weak
instrumentsand/or many instruments.Bekker (1994)
suggested asymptotic approximationsbased on an alternativeparametersequence with the number of instrumentsincreasingwith the sample size, and Chamberlain and Imbens (1996) discussed Bayesian methods using hierarchical models for this case. Staiger
and Stock (1997) discussedasymptoticapproximations
based on a correlationbetween the instrumentsand the
treatmentthat vanishes as the sample size increases.
Rosenbaum's work provides a new and elegant approachto the weak/manyinstrumentsproblem.His approachleads to exact confidenceintervalsbased on RI,
regardlessof the numberor power of the instruments.
In fact, in relatedwork,ImbensandRosenbaum(2001)
showed that RI is the only way to obtain exact confidence intervalsfor IV estimates.

Finally, at the end of Section 6.3, Rosenbaumsuggests an importantcheck for IV coherence or what
econometricians would call a specification check.
Rosenbaumnotes that instrumentsthat have a strong
association with outcomes, but a weak or nonexistent
associationwith the causal variableof interest(the "endogenous regressor"in econometric parlance)cannot
possibly satisfy the assumptionsmotivatingIV estimation in the first place. Such simple coherence checks
shouldbe a routinepartof IV analyses.We should also
note, however,that in Rosenbaum'sRI setup, this scenario may be manifested by empty confidence intervals. Although empty confidence intervalsmay not be
unwelcome when the model is misspecified, a less attractive implication is that when confidence intervals
are narrow,one cannot distinguishthe possibility that
the inferences regardingthe effect of interest are precise from the possibility that the underlyingmodel is
not compatiblewith the data.
6. CONCLUSION
Rosenbaumarguespersuasivelyfor RI as a conceptual framework and a practical tool. He has shown
here and in other work that the scope for RI is much
wider than previously noted and extends to observational studieswith overtandhiddenbiases. He has suggested specific methods for implementingthese ideas
that make them readily applicable. We look forward
to seeing more applicationsof these methods in economics andfurtherdiscussionandevidence on the relative meritsof RI and strategiesbased on populationinference. At a minimum,the use andexplorationof such
methods promotes recognition of the value of an approachto observationalstudies that uses the language
and methods of the randomizedtrial as a guiding principle.
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search on a class of nonparametricapproaches to
causal inference in the context of observationalstudies. Rosenbaumfirst reminds the readerof the use of
permutationtests with data from randomizedexperiments, and then he presentsandjustifies extensions for
application to observationalstudy data. This presentation elucidates the similarities with and differences

